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William Atcheson Stewart was born on a farm near Denfield, Ontario on February 26, 1915 to parents George A. Stewart and Frances Langford. He was educated at a local public school and attended Lucan high school during his teenage years. Stewart dropped out of high school in Grade 10 to pursue work on his family’s farm. Through his continued farm work, Stewart developed a fascination and passion for agricultural work.

William Stewart married Edythe M. Jones of Granton in 1940. They had four daughters, Marilyn Jenken, Norma Brock, Barbara Shipley, and Gay Slinger.

Stewart was an active member of the agricultural community and headed several special committees on agricultural affairs. In 1957 William Stewart was elected MPP for Middlesex North for the Progressive Conservative (P.C.) Party in a by-election. He was re-elected in general elections in 1959, 1963, 1967, and 1971. In 1960, Stewart turned down a position as Minster of Transportation and entered as a Minister without Portfolio later that same year. In 1961 Stewart took on the position of Minister of Agriculture, and later Minister of Agriculture and Food, which he held until his retirement in 1975. Stewart retired as the longest serving Agricultural Minister in Canada.

During his time in office, William Atcheson Stewart was responsible implementing many important acts to further the agricultural sector in Ontario. These pieces of legislation include The Animals for Research Act 1968-1969, Beef Cattle Marketing Act 1968, an Act to Provide for Inspection of Meat for Human Consumption 1962-1963, and An Act respecting Ontario Agricultural College, Ontario Veterinary College and Macdonald Institute 1961-1962, to list a few.

Although Stewart was forced to retire from politics due to heart conditions, he remained active in the agricultural community in an advisory capacity and joined many major companies as a board member, including Ontario Hydro.

Stewart remained a longtime friend of the Ontario Agricultural College (OAC), a part of Guelph University. He was granted an LLD from the OAC in 1976, his first university degree. He also conferred an Honorary Doctor of Laws Degree from the University of Western Ontario in 1978. Stewart maintained close ties to the University of Guelph, eventually serving as Chancellor from 1983-1989. Stewart was also the first recipient of the Centennial Medal from the OAC at the University of Guelph during their centennial celebrations in 1974.

With encouragement of his family, Stewart wrote an autobiography of his life, “Rural Roots and Beyond,” outlining his childhood, political career and his retirement. The book was published in 1990, shortly before his death.

William Atcheson Stewart died of a heart attack at Victoria Hospital on December 8, 1990 at the age of 75. Stewart was inducted into the Canadian Agricultural Hall of Fame in 1988 and inducted into the Ontario Agricultural Hall of Fame in 1992.

Scope and Content
This fonds contains personal and political correspondence and other documents from the political life of William Atcheson Stewart. Political legislation, memos, photographs, and correspondence are predominate. Family records, book drafts, diaries, medals and awards, and other documents are included.
Custodial History
Donated by William Atcheson Stewart in 1977, with further material being donated in 1999, and 2016 by daughter, Gay Slinger.

Restrictions
None.

Arrangement
The fonds has been arranged into the following series:
Series 1 Photographs
Series 2 Societies and Organizations
Series 3 Personal Correspondence
Series 4 Political Correspondence
Series 5 Speeches
Series 6 Election Material
Series 7 Political Career
Series 8 Rural Roots and Beyond
Series 9 University of Guelph
Series 10 Boards
Series 11 Interviews
Series 12 Memorial
Series 13 Awards, Medals, Plaques and Pins
Series 14 Certificates
Series 15 Diplomas
Series 16 Diaries, Journals, and Day Planners
Series 17 Newspaper Clippings
Series 18 Debates
Series 19 "Down to Earth" Column

Title Notes
File level titles have been supplied by the creator.
Series Descriptions

AFC 311-S1 Photographs.
859 b&w photographs, 112 colour photographs, 13 photo negatives, 5 scrapbooks

Scope and Content
Series includes personal and political photographs, as well as five photo albums created by Gay, Stewart's daughter, documenting his personal and political life. Also included are photographs from Stewart's time at the University of Guelph, as Chancellor, and including photographs from convocation.

AFC 311-S1-SS1 Personal Photographs.
5 b&w photographs, 4 colour photographs, 2 scrapbooks

Scope and Content
Contains photographs relating to the personal life of William A. Stewart. The two scrapbooks, made by daughter, Gay, contain many photographs and newspaper clippings about Stewart's life.

AFC 311-S1-SS1-F1 Ontario Hydro. -- 1981. -- 4 colour photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/14
AFC 311-S1-SS1-F2 Presentation of Canadian Seed Growers "Life Membership" Award. -- 1978. -- 4 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/15
AFC 311-S1-SS1-F3 Edythe Stewart photograph. -- 196[?]. -- 1 b&w photograph. -- Box Number AFC 311-39/6
AFC 311-S1-SS1-F4 The pictorial life of Wm. A. Stewart [scrapbook #1]. -- 1957-1965. -- 1 scrapbook. -- Box Number AFC 311-40/1
AFC 311-S1-SS1-F5 The pictorial life of Wm. A. Stewart [scrapbook #2]. -- 1966-1970. -- 1 scrapbook. -- Box Number AFC 311-40/2

AFC 311-S1-SS2 Political Photographs.
782 b&w photographs, 29 colour photographs, 13 photo negatives, 3 scrapbooks

Scope and Content
Contains photographs relating to the political career of William Atcheson Stewart. Gay, Stewart's daughter, made the scrapbooks in the sub-series, which contain many photographs of political figures and events, and contain many newspaper clippings regarding his career.

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F1 Headshots. -- 196[?]. -- 6 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-19/4
AFC 311-S1-SS2-F2 28th Parliament Photograph. -- 1967-1971. -- 2 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-29/2
AFC 311-S1-SS2-F3 Sod Turning Ceremony & Court House [London]. -- 1971, 1974. -- 10 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-35/8
AFC 311-S1-SS2-F4 Exeter 4-H Club, Weldon's Angus Sale, Orangeville Raceway, New Research Building OHC Guelph, Presentation of AIO Award. -- 1975. -- 15 b&w photographs; 1 colour photograph. -- Box Number AFC 311-35/9
AFC 311-S1-SS2-F5 Presentation of O.A.C. Centennial Medal; OVC Pictures; College Royal '71. -- 1971, 1974. -- 9 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/1
AFC 311-S1-SS2-F6 Presentation of Award Ont. Vet. Ass'n. "Bud" Worton, W.A.S.. -- 1971. -- 9 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/2

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F7 Photos- Bill. -- 1965-19[?]. -- 20 b&w photographs; 9 photo negatives. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/3

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F8 New Zealand Plaque Presentation & Peter Lewington LLD UWO with David Weldon and Bill. -- 1971, 1987. -- 1 b&w photograph; 1 colour photograph. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/4

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F9 Political Groups. -- n.d., 1989. -- 15 b&w photographs; 2 colour photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/5

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F10 "Swearing In" to Cabinet. -- 1960. -- 6 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/6

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F11 Group Photo at Queens Park. -- n.d.. -- 4 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/7

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F12 Miscellaneous Photographs. -- 1977. -- 26 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/8

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F13 Girls 4-H Conference. -- 196[?]. -- 8 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/9

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F14 Election Pictures. -- 1971. -- 12 b&w photographs; 3 photo negatives. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/10


AFC 311-S1-SS2-F16 Standing Committee on Agriculture; Rainy River Cattle and Manitoulin Island Feeder Sale. -- 1970, 1972/3[?]. -- 44 b&w photographs; 1 colour photograph. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/12

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F17 Miscellaneous Photographs. -- 1970-1971. -- 42 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/16

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F18 Some Farm Committee Group Pictures. -- 1972. -- 16 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/18

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F19 Food Terminal. -- 1973. -- 20 b&w photographs; 1 photo negative. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/19

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F20 Food Terminal Summer 1974. -- 1974. -- 44 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/20

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F21 Peach Queen at Peach Festival. -- Aug 18 1974. -- 4 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/21

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F22 Vineland- American Delegation Horticulturists. -- 1974. -- 30 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/22

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F23 CNE Food Pictures. -- n.d.. -- 35 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/23

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F24 CNE Dairy Princess. -- 1969, 1972. -- 5 b&w photographs

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F25 CNE Set I. -- 1971. -- 2 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/25
AFC 311-S1-SS2-F26 CNE. -- 1970, 1974. -- 5 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/26

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F27 Royal Agricultural Winter Fair with HRH Prince Philip; Can. Hall of Fame. -- 1965, 1974. -- 22 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/27


AFC 311-S1-SS2-F29 Royal Winter Fair. -- 1971-1974. -- 22 b&w photographs; 8 colour photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/29


AFC 311-S1-SS2-F31 Plowing Match. -- 1963, 1973, 1982. -- 44 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/31

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F32 Robarts Last Cabinet Meeting. -- 1971. -- 1 colour photograph. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/32

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F33 Ontario Agricultural Museum [Plans to Realization and other Museum Pictures]. -- 1974-1975. -- 63 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/33

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F34 25 Year Presentations Gov't of Ont. Recp. For Civil Servants from 15 Counties & OPP Quarter Century Club. -- 1973. -- 29 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/34

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F35 Renfrew Pictures- Earl Saar Family & Home. -- n.d.. -- 4 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/35

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F36 Ag. Ministers' Conf. N.B. + N.S. Ont. PEI. -- 1972. -- 88 b&w photographs; 3 colour photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/36

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F37 1200 Bay Pictures HARD AT WORK + Bill & Ginty (?) (DBEX). -- 1988. -- 26 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/37

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F38 Retirement- Hal Wright, Erskine Johnston, Gord. Bennett. -- 1978. -- 3 b&w photographs; 3 colour photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/39

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F39 Ontario Department of Highways. -- n.d.. -- 11 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-37/1

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F40 Ontario Department of Highways [Dedication of the Harry M. Allen Bridge]. -- 1965. -- 16 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-37/2

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F41 The political career of William A. Stewart [scrapbook #1]. -- 1957-1962. -- 1 scrapbook. -- Box Number AFC 311-40/3

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F42 The political career of William A. Stewart [scrapbook #2]. -- 1962-1969. -- 1 scrapbook. -- Box Number AFC 311-40/4

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F43 The political career of William A. Stewart [scrapbook #3]. -- 1969-1972. -- 1 scrapbook. -- Box Number AFC 311-40/5

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F44 Painting of Figures. -- n.d.. -- 1 colour photograph. -- Box Number AFC 311-41/2

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F45 Group Photo. -- 1984. -- 1 colour photograph. -- Box Number AFC 311-41/3
AFC 311-S1-SS2-F46 The Davis Ministry [group photograph]. -- 1985. -- 1 colour photograph. -- Box Number AFC 311-41/5

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F47 Parliament of Ontario [composite pictures]. -- 1967, 1975. -- 2 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-41/6

AFC 311-S1-SS2-F48 [Portrait of William Stewart]. -- 196[?]. -- 1 b&w photograph. -- Box Number AFC 311-41/12

AFC 311-S1-SS3 University of Guelph Photographs.
1 photo album (72 b&w photographs. 79 colour photographs)

Scope and Content
Contains photographs from several convocation and graduation ceremonies at the University of Guelph, where Stewart acted as Chancellor from 1983-1989, and include a few photographs in front of the Stewart Building, dedicated to William Stewart.

AFC 311-S1-SS3-F1 [University of Guelph graduation ceremony photo album]. -- 1983, 1985, 1989. -- 1 photo album; 79 colour photographs; 72 b&w photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-47/3
AFC 311-S2 Societies and Organizations.
106.6 cm of textual records, 6 b&w photographs, 1 colour photograph

Scope and Content
This series contains material relating to William Stewart's life after he retired as Minister of Agriculture and Food.

AFC 311-S2-F1 Advanced Agricultural Leadership Program. -- 1985-1986. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-23/2

AFC 311-S2-F2 Advanced Agricultural Leadership Program. -- 1989-1990. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-23/3


AFC 311-S2-F4 Agricultural Institute of Canada. -- 1986-1987. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-23/5

AFC 311-S2-F5 Burns Club. -- 1975. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-23/9

AFC 311-S2-F6 Canadian Agricultural Hall of Fame. -- 1988. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-23/10

AFC 311-S2-F7 Citations [Personal Miscellaneous]. -- 1975-1980. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-23/11

AFC 311-S2-F8 Bell: Objection to BELL Rate Increase. -- 1981. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-24/15

AFC 311-S2-F9 Butler Project. -- 1986. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-24/16

AFC 311-S2-F10 Canadian National Exhibition. -- 1978-1990. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-24/17

AFC 311-S2-F11 Beef and Cattle. -- 1974-1976. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/1

AFC 311-S2-F12 Clergy. -- 1974-1979. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/9

AFC 311-S2-F13 Community and Social Services. -- 1975-1979. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/10

AFC 311-S2-F14 Dianne Cunningham. -- 1990-1991. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/12

AFC 311-S2-F15 Farm and Country. -- 1990. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/20

AFC 311-S2-F16 Glengowan Dam. -- 1978. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/21

AFC 311-S2-F17 Goats. -- [n.d]. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/22

AFC 311-S2-F18 Government Services. -- 1979 & 1982. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/23

AFC 311-S2-F19 Canada-Ontario Soil Conservation Agreement. -- 1984-1985, 1990. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-26/1
AFC 311-S2-F20 Foodlands Task Force [Land Use, etc.]. -- 1977. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-26/4

AFC 311-S2-F21 Grey County Corridor Commission. -- 1977. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-26/5

AFC 311-S2-F22 Line Fence Act. -- 1984-1987. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-26/10

AFC 311-S2-F23 London Chamber of Commerce [Sponsor of 4-H Members]. -- 1976-1990. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-26/11

AFC 311-S2-F24 Ontario Agricultural Museum. -- 1977-1987. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-26/16

AFC 311-S2-F25 Red Meat Studies. -- 1983. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-26/18

AFC 311-S2-F26 Devon Downs Development Ltd. -- 1975-1979. -- 7 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-27/4

AFC 311-S2-F27 Ontario Federation of Agriculture. -- 1990. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-30/4

AFC 311-S2-F28 Ontario Institute of Agrologists. -- 1976, 1980. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-30/6

AFC 311-S2-F29 United Church. -- 1976. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-30/14

AFC 311-S2-F30 Current Topic Club of London. -- 1990. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-30/22

AFC 311-S2-F31 Roy Jewell Retirement. -- 1977. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-32/2

AFC 311-S2-F32 Ontario Cattleman's Association. -- 1976-1990. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-32/4

AFC 311-S2-F33 Ontario Plowman's Association (Ontario Plowing Match). -- 1980-1986. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-32/6

AFC 311-S2-F34 Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Association. -- 1975-1989. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-32/7

AFC 311-S2-F35 Ontario Veterinary Association. -- 1958, 1980. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-32/8

AFC 311-S2-F36 Royal Agricultural Winter Fair. -- 1980-1990. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-33/1

AFC 311-S2-F37 Royal Visit. -- 1984. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-33/2

AFC 311-S2-F38 Save the Medway. -- 1971. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-33/3

AFC 311-S2-F39 Stewart Seeds Ltd. -- 1966, 1973-1974, 1976. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-33/4

AFC 311-S2-F40 Tri-County Heritage Club. -- 1977, 1988. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-33/7
AFC 311-S2-F41 Advanced Agricultural Leadership Program. -- 1990. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-33/13

AFC 311-S2-F42 Cana-Card Corporation Ltd.. -- 1968. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-33/14

AFC 311-S2-F43 Masonic Lodge. -- 1965-1980. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-33/20

AFC 311-S2-F44 Wesley Church. -- 1964-1975. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-34/5

AFC 311-S2-F45 Western Development Museum. -- 197[?]. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-34/6

AFC 311-S2-F46 Women's Institutes. -- 1961-1982. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-34/9

AFC 311-S2-F47 Ethanol. -- 1979-1990. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-34/12

AFC 311-S2-F48 Free Trade. -- 1979-1988. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-34/13

AFC 311-S2-F49 Gasohol. -- 1979-1980. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-34/14
AFC 311-S3 Personal Correspondence.
39.1 cm of textual records, 5 colour photographs

Scope and Content
Series consists of personalized Christmas cards sent from the Stewart’s, as well as Christmas cards received by the family. Also included are letters sent to and from William Atcheson Stewart regarding his personal life.

AFC 311-S3-SS1 Christmas Cards.
1.5 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
The Stewart family designed their own Christmas cards for several years. The sub-series contains those original designs, as well as a selection of Christmas cards sent by and to the family.

AFC 311-S3-SS1-F1 Christmas Cards from the Stewart Family. -- 1962-1983. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-39/3

AFC 311-S3-SS1-F2 [Designs for Stewart family Christmas cards]. -- 1970-1973. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-41/7

AFC 311-S3-SS2 Personal Letters.
37.6 cm of textual records, 5 colour photographs

Scope and Content
Sub-series consists of personal correspondences, and contain congratulations awards that Stewart won, including London Chamber of Commerce Farmer of the Year and other Agricultural Awards. Stewart also received many letters upon his retirement in 1975, which are also included in this sub-series.

AFC 311-S3-SS2-F1 Personal Correspondence. -- 1971-1977. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-23/12

AFC 311-S3-SS2-F2 Personal Correspondence. -- 1977-1984. -- 4 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-23/13

AFC 311-S3-SS2-F3 Personal Correspondence. -- 1978-1990. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-24/1

AFC 311-S3-SS2-F4 Congratulations: Agricultural Awards. -- 1975-1988. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-23/14

AFC 311-S3-SS2-F5 Bob Carbet [Correspondence]. -- 1975-1994. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-24/2

AFC 311-S3-SS2-F6 Cal Patrick [Correspondence]. -- 1979-1990. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-24/3

AFC 311-S3-SS2-F7 Godfrey Hudson [Correspondence]. -- 1988-1994. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-24/4

AFC 311-S3-SS2-F8 London Camber of Commerce Recognition. -- 1976, 1989. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-24/5

AFC 311-S3-SS2-F9 Letters of Appreciation. -- 1983-1990. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-24/7

AFC 311-S3-SS2-F10 Correspondence. -- 1987-1988. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/5
AFC 311-S3-SS2-F11 London Chamber of Commerce Farmer of the Year. -- 1980, 1982-1983. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/7

AFC 311-S3-SS2-F12 Invitations. -- 1983-1990. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-26/7

AFC 311-S3-SS2-F13 Correspondence. -- 1961-1990. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-27/3

AFC 311-S3-SS2-F14 Letters of Appreciation. -- 1970-1983. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-30/1

AFC 311-S3-SS2-F15 Retirement. -- 1975-1976. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-30/7

AFC 311-S3-SS2-F16 Retirement 1975. -- 1975. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-30/8

AFC 311-S3-SS2-F17 Retirement Letters. -- 1975-1976. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-30/9


AFC 311-S3-SS2-F19 Sympathy Notes. -- 1975-1990. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-33/5

AFC 311-S3-SS2-F20 Correspondence: W.J. McDonald. -- 1972, 1978-1982. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-33/18

AFC 311-S3-SS2-F21 New Zealand Trip. -- 1972, 1975. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-34/1
AFC 311-S4 Political Correspondence.
58.8 cm of textual records, 2 b&w photographs

Scope and Content
This correspondence series includes letters sent to and from William Atcheson Stewart to political figures and various government departments during his time in politics, and includes some correspondence after his retirement. Series also contains various letters of congratulations on appointment, and a collection of reports from government departments.

AFC 311-S4-SS1 Political Letters.
24 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
Sub-series contains letters sent to and from William A. Stewart to various political figures and government agencies. Correspondences include Premiers of Ontario, Frost, Robarts, Davis, and Miller.

- AFC 311-S4-SS1-F1 Department of Agriculture. -- 1959-1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/6
- AFC 311-S4-SS1-F2 Terry Clifford. -- 1984-1989. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/8
- AFC 311-S4-SS1-F3 Department of Education. -- 1958-1975. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/13
- AFC 311-S4-SS1-F4 Golden Pheasant Motel. -- 1975. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/18
- AFC 311-S4-SS1-F5 Correspondence. -- 1975-1983. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-26/2
- AFC 311-S4-SS1-F6 McGeachy Water problem. -- 1983-1985. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-26/12
- AFC 311-S4-SS1-F7 Niagara Land Use. -- 1976. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-26/13
- AFC 311-S4-SS1-F8 Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food [Staff]. -- 1989-1990. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-26/17
- AFC 311-S4-SS1-F9 London Court Centre. -- 1974-1975. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-30/2
- AFC 311-S4-SS1-F10 Department of Municipal Affairs. -- 1971. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-30/3
- AFC 311-S4-SS1-F11 Ontario Hydro: Arva Ball Park Lights. -- 1957-1958. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-30/5
- AFC 311-S4-SS1-F12 Granton Water Supply. -- 1974. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-32/1
- AFC 311-S4-SS1-F13 Premiers [Frost, Robarts, Davis and Miller]. -- 1961-1986. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-32/10
- AFC 311-S4-SS1-F14 H.P. White Correspondence. -- 1958-1961, 1987. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-34/7

AFC 311-S4-SS1-F16 [Scrapbook of correspondence re: beef industry]. -- 1976. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-47/1

AFC 311-S4-SS2 Congratulations.
6.4 cm of textual records, 2 b&w photographs

Scope and Content
Sub-series consists of congratulations received by Stewart, but also includes letters Stewart sent out to friends and constituents congratulating them on milestones, such as Golden Wedding Anniversaries (50 years) and 100th Birthdays.

AFC 311-S4-SS2-F1 Election Congratulations. -- 1959. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-24/6

AFC 311-S4-SS2-F2 Congratulations (on appointment to post of Minister of Agriculture). -- 1961-1962. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/11

AFC 311-S4-SS2-F3 Congratulations, Golden Wedding Anniversaries and 100th Birthday Congrats.. -- 1958-1988. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/24

AFC 311-S4-SS2-F4 Letters of Appreciation and Clippings. -- 1959-1984. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-26/8

AFC 311-S4-SS2-F5 Dorothy Lichty. -- 1974-1975. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-26/9

AFC 311-S4-SS3 Reports.
28.4 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
Contains reports from government committees and departments.

AFC 311-S4-SS3-F1 Second Interim Report of Select Committee on the Municipal Act and Related Acts. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-21/3

AFC 311-S4-SS3-F2 Report of Ontario Flue-Cured Tobacco Industry Inquiry Committee. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-21/4

AFC 311-S4-SS3-F3 Report to the Special Committee on Farm Income. -- 1967. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-21/5

AFC 311-S4-SS3-F4 Departmental Summaries. -- 1967-1970. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-21/9

AFC 311-S4-SS3-F5 Ontario Agriculture in the Sixties. -- 1960-1970. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-22/4

AFC 311-S4-SS3-F6 Ontario Department of Agriculture and Food. -- 1961-1967. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-22/5

AFC 311-S4-SS3-F7 Summary Ontario Department of Agriculture and Food Programs. -- 1961-1967. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-22/6

AFC 311-S4-SS3-F8 Report of the Ontario Law Reform Commission on the Basis for Compensation on Expropriation. -- 1967. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-22/7

AFC 311-S4-SS3-F9 Investigation and Inquiry into Violence in Amateur Hockey. -- 1971. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-22/8
AFC 311-S5 Speeches.
48 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
Series contains a collection of speeches given by Stewart, predominantly during his time serving in the government, but also includes speeches from his election campaigns, and as Chancellor at the University of Guelph. Includes four volumes of speeches and addresses.

AFC 311-S5-F1 Early Pre-Election Speeches and Clippings. -- 195[?]. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-19/18
AFC 311-S5-F2 Maiden speech in the Ontario Legislature. -- March 19 1958. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-34/10
AFC 311-S5-F3 The Progressive Conservative Party in Ontario 1867-1958. -- September 28 1958. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-22/12
AFC 311-S5-F4 Remarks of the Honourable Wm. A. Stewart. -- February 14 1970. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-20/1
AFC 311-S5-F6 Past Wardens' Association Dinner. -- April 5 1978. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-20/3
AFC 311-S5-F7 Oxford Federation of Agriculture Woodstock Fair Grounds. -- November 6 1978. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-20/4
AFC 311-S5-F8 Brant County Soil & Crop Imp. Association. -- 1978-1979. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-20/5
AFC 311-S5-F9 Farmer's Day. -- January 4 1979. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-20/6
AFC 311-S5-F10 Canada's Energy Options. -- March 13 1979. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-20/7
AFC 311-S5-F11 Ontario Junior Farmers' Conference. -- March 17 1979. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-20/8
AFC 311-S5-F12 Decoration Day Service. -- September 2 1979. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-20/9
AFC 311-S5-F13 Haldimand Corn Night. -- November 26 1979. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-20/10
AFC 311-S5-F14 Farmer Appreciation Night. -- November 27 1979. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-20/11
AFC 311-S5-F15 Annual Meeting and Banquet. -- November 29 1979. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-20/12
AFC 311-S5-F17 Decoration Day . -- 1979. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-20/14
AFC 311-S5-F39 Speeches and Addresses Volume Three. -- 1972-1974. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-21/1

AFC 311-S5-F40 Speeches and Addresses Volume Four. -- 1974-1975. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-21/2

AFC 311-S5-F41 Addresses on Unemployment. -- 1971. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-21/8

AFC 311-S5-F42 Miscellaneous Speeches. -- 1968-1986. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-30/12

AFC 311-S5-F43 Denis R. Timbrell retirement letter. -- 1985. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-33/6
AFC 311-S6 Election Material.
1959-1978.
24.5 cm of textual records, 1 b&w photograph, 2 posters

Scope and Content
Series contains textual records relating to Stewart's election campaigns.

- AFC 311-S6-F1 Conservative Party. -- 1959-1960, 1973. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-19/5
- AFC 311-S6-F2 Miscellaneous Election Materials. -- 1957. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-19/6
- AFC 311-S6-F3 Campaign '75 [PC]- Government Record. -- 1975. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-22/14
- AFC 311-S6-F4 Campaign '75 [PC]- Government Record. -- 1975. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-22/15
- AFC 311-S6-F5 Campaign '75 [PC]- Organization Manual. -- 1975. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-22/16
- AFC 311-S6-F6 Middlesex North Executive Meetings. -- 1959-1978. -- 7 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-24/8
- AFC 311-S6-F7 Election Materials. -- 1967 & 1971. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/15
- AFC 311-S6-F8 Election Materials and Radio Transcript. -- 1959. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/16
- AFC 311-S6-F9 Personal Letters, Picture Cards, Radio & TV . -- 1957-1971. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/17
- AFC 311-S6-F10 Election Results 1975 + Cabinet Appointments. -- 1975. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-25/19
- AFC 311-S6-F11 Editorial by Jack Dennett [Prior to July 8 1974 Election]. -- 1974. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-30/10
- AFC 311-S6-F12 Re-Elect Bill Stewart. -- n.d.. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-35/15
- AFC 311-S6-F13 Election Posters. -- n.d.. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-41/1
AFC 311-S7 Political Career.
559.2 cm of textual records, 13 slides, 2 audio cassettes, 44 b&w photographs, 2 colour photographs

Scope and Content
Series contains correspondence, memos, reports, and other material documenting Stewart's political career.

AFC 311-S7-SS1 Subject Files.
4.9 m of textual records, 13 slides, 2 audio cassettes, 44 b&w photographs, 2 colour photographs

Scope and Content
Sub-series consists of correspondences, memos, photographs, newspaper articles, and other material related to various projects and legislation William Atcheson Stewart was involved in during his time in politics.

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F1 Attorney General 1962 & 1963. -- 1962-1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-3/2
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F2 Attorney General Seat 42 W.A. Stewart. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-3/3
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F3 Agriculture 1962. -- 1962. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-3/4
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F4 Briefs to Cabinet. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-3/5
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F5 Byron Bog. -- 1959-1963. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-3/6
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F7 Cerebral Palsy. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-3/8
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F8 Civil Defence. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-3/9
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F9 Civil Service Accounts. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-3/10
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F10 Commerce and Development. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-3/11
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F11 Congratulatory Letter Replies. -- 1960-1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-3/12
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F12 Conservation. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-3/13
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F13 Conservative Party. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-3/14
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F15 Crop Insurance. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-3/16

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F16 Crop Insurance Report. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-3/17

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F17 Dairy Report. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-3/18

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F18 Drainage. -- 1954, 1957, 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-3/19

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F19 Education. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-3/20


AFC 311-S7-SS1-F23 Energy Resources- Hydro Commission. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-3/24

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F24 Energy & Resources 1961-1962. -- 1961-1962. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/1

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F25 Fluoridation. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/2

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F26 Hon. Leslie M. Frost. -- 1959-1960. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/3

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F27 The Grower. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/4

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F28 Health. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/5

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F29 Health 1961 & 1962. -- 1961-1962. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/6

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F30 Highways 1961 &1962. -- 1961-1962. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/7

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F31 Highways. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/8

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F32 Ontario Hydro. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/9

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F33 Labour- Min. Pay. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/10


AFC 311-S7-SS1-F36 Lands & Forests. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/13


AFC 311-S7-SS1-F38 Liquor License Board. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/15

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F39 L.C.B.O.. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/16

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F40 Lists- Riding North Midd.. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/17

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F41 Market Place. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/18

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F42 Miscellaneous. -- 1960-1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/19


AFC 311-S7-SS1-F44 Municipal Affairs. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/21

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F45 Municipal Board. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/22

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F46 NEW Canadians. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/23

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F47 Niagara Fruit Belt. -- 1960-1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/24


AFC 311-S7-SS1-F50 Paper Reports. -- [196?]. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/27

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F51 Personal. -- 1960-1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/28

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F52 Prime Minister's Dept.. -- 1961-1962. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/29


AFC 311-S7-SS1-F55 Public Works 1962. -- 1962. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/32

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F56 Public Works- Accts. & Receipts. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/33
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F57 Private Bills. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/34

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F58 Reports from the Legislature. -- 1961-1962. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/35

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F59 Robarts Campaign. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/36

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F60 The Rural Co-Operator. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-4/37

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F61 Ruston. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/1

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F62 Select Committee Reports 1962. -- 1962. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/2

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F63 Speaker. -- 1961-1962. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/3

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F64 Speaker 1961 & 1962. -- 1961-1962. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/4

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F65 Speeches- Alvin Hamilton. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/5

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F66 Speeches-Glencoe- London. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/6

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F67 Speeches- Notes W.A.S.. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/7

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F68 Addresses-Speeches- Mr. Frost. -- 1960-1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/8

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F69 H.O. White's Speech. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/9

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F70 Sympathy. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/10

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F71 Bill Thomas, M.P.. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/11

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F72 Transport. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/12

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F73 Transport. -- 1962. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/13

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F74 Travel & Publicity 1961 & 1962. -- 1961-1962. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/14

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F75 Conservative Party. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/15

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F76 Congratulations. -- 1962. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/16

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F77 Congratulations, Condolences, Appreciation, Telegrams, etc.. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/17
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F78 Treasury 1961 & 1962. -- 1961-1962. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/18

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F79 Treasurer. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/19


AFC 311-S7-SS1-F81 Vertical Integration. -- 1962. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/21

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F82 Vet Centre. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/22

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F83 Welfare. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/23


AFC 311-S7-SS1-F85 H.O. White. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/25

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F86 Accounts- Personal. -- 1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/26

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F87 Agriculture 1963. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/27

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F88 Attorney General. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/28

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F89 County Jails- Middlesex. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/29

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F90 Economics and Development. -- 1963. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/30

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F91 Education. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/31

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F92 Election Material. -- 1963. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-5/32

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F93 Accounts. -- 1963. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-6/1

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F94 Highways. -- 1963. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-6/2

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F95 Hydro. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-6/3

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F96 Labour. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-6/4

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F97 Lands and Forests. -- 1963. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-6/5

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F98 Liquor. -- 1963. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-6/6
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F99 Miscellaneous. -- 1961. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-6/7

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F100 Miscellaneous. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-6/8

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F101 Municipal Affairs. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-6/9

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F102 Prime Minister's Department. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-6/10

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F103 Provincial Secretary & Citizenship. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-6/11

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F104 Public Works. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-6/12

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F105 Public Welfare. -- 1963. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-6/13

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F106 Reform Institutions. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-6/14

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F107 Reports from the Legislature. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-6/15

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F108 Select Committee Reports. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-6/16

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F109 Speaker. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-6/17

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F110 Transport. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-6/18

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F111 Travel & Publicity. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-6/19

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F112 Treasury. -- 1963. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-7/1

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F113 Vertical Integration. -- 1963. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-7/2

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F114 W.A.S.'s Special File- Vertical Integration. -- 1963. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-7/3

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F115 Water Resources. -- 1963. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-7/4

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F116 Accounts. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-7/5

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F117 Agriculture. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-7/6

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F118 Arda Conference Montreal November 26 & 27 1964. -- 1964. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-7/7

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F119 Attorney General. -- 1964. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-7/8
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F120 Cabinet Committee on Assessment Losses to Municipalities-Conservation, Prov. Parks, Arda & Water Storage, etc.. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-7/9

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F121 Centennial Project. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-7/10

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F122 Congratulations, Condolences, Appreciation, Telegrams- 1964. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-7/11

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F123 Conservative Party. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-7/12

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F124 Economics & Development. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/1

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F125 Education. -- 1964. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/2

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F126 Energy Resources. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/3

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F127 Health. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/4

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F128 Highways. -- 1964. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/5

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F129 Hunter Damage Compensation Act- Appointments. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/6

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F130 Hydro. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/7

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F131 Jails- Middlesex County. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/8

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F132 Labour. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/9

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F133 Dept. of Labour. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/10

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F134 Lands and Forests. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/11

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F135 Letters of Appreciation. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/12

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F136 Liquor Control Board. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/13

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F137 Miscellaneous. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/14

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F138 Municipal Affairs. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/15

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F139 Ontario Parks Integration Board. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/16
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F140 Personal Publicity. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/17

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F141 Provincial Secretary & Citizenship. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/18

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F142 Public Welfare. -- 1964. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/19

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F143 Public Works. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-8/20

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F144 Reform Institutions. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/1

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F145 Reports from the Legislature. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/2

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F146 Speaker. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/3

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F147 Transport. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/4

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F148 Travel and Publicity. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/5

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F149 Treasury. -- 1964. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/6

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F150 Water Resources. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/7

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F151 Workmen's Compensation Board. -- 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/8

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F152 Prime Minister's Department. -- 1964. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/9

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F153 Accounts. -- 1965. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/10

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F154 Agriculture-General-Personal. -- 1965. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/11

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F155 Attorney General. -- 1965. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/12

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F156 Centennial Project. -- 1965. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/13

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F157 Commodity Meetings-Beans- R.Y. Hotel. -- Nov. 1965. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/14

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F158 Congrats, Condolences, Telegrams, etc. '65. -- 1965. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/15

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F159 Conservative Association. -- 1965. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/16

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F160 Economics and Development. -- 1965. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/17
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F161 Education. -- 1965. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/18
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F162 Energy & Resources Management. -- 1965. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/19
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F163 Health. -- 1965. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/20
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F164 Highways. -- 1965. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/21
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F165 Hydro. -- 1965. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/22
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F166 Labour. -- 1965. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/23
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F167 Lands and Forests. -- 1965. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-9/24
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F168 Accounts. -- 1966. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-10/1
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F169 Congratulations, Condolences, Telegrams, etc. -- 1966. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-10/2
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F170 Conservative Party. -- 1966. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-10/3
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F171 Verbatim Transcript of Discussion. -- Oct 25-28 1966. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-10/4
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F172 Montmorency Conference, Quebec City. -- Apr. 7-10 1967. -- 4 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-10/5
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F173 Personal Accounts. -- 1967. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-10/6
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F174 Speeches and Addresses. -- 1967. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-10/7
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F175 Accounts. -- 1968. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-10/8
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F176 Agriculture-General. -- 1968. -- 4 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-10/9
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F177 Personal Agriculture- London TWP ARENA- Stoneybrook Sports Association. -- 1968. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-10/10
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F178 Personal- A.R.D.A.. -- 1968. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-10/11
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F179 Assessment. -- 1967-1968. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-10/12
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F180 Attorney General. -- 1968. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-10/13
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F181 Cabinet Agenda Requests. -- 1968. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-10/14
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F182 Cabinet Committee on Policy Development. -- 1968. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-10/15

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F183 Cabinet Committee on Indians. -- 1968. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-11/1

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F184 Caucus. -- 1968. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-11/2

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F185 Conservative Party. -- 1968. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-11/3

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F186 Education. -- 1968. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-11/4

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F187 Energy and Resources Management. -- 1968. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-11/5

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F188 Expropriation Act. -- 1968. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-11/6

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F189 Financial and Commercial Affairs. -- 1968. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-11/7

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F190 Health. -- 1968. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-11/8

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F191 Highways. -- 1968. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-11/9

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F192 Hydro Electric Power Commission. -- 1968. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-11/10

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F193 Miscellaneous. -- 1968. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-11/11

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F194 P.C. Leadership Convention. -- 1968. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-11/12

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F195 Cabinet Committee on Regional Development. -- 1966-1968. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-11/13

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F196 General- Agriculture, Personal. -- 1969. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-12/1

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F197 Attorney General, Personal. -- 1968-1969. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-12/2

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F198 Cabinet Committee-General, Personal. -- 1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-12/3

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F199 Caucus- Windermere 1969 Think-In. -- Sept 21-23 1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-12/4

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F200 Conservative Party- Personal. -- 1969. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-12/5

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F201 Appointments-Pending- Information RE. [For office use only or with other Ministers]. -- 1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-12/6

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F202 Education. -- 1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-12/7
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F203 Energy and Resources Management- Personal. -- 1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-12/8

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F204 Financial & Commercial Affairs- Personal. -- 1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-12/9

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F205 Health- Personal. -- 1969. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-12/10

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F206 Highways- Personal. -- 1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-12/11

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F207 Personal Miscellaneous. -- 1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-12/12

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F208 Prime Minister's Department- Personal. -- 1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-12/13

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F209 Separate School Brief- Dept. Education. -- 1969. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-12/14

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F210 Accounts. -- 1971. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-12/15

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F211 Conservative Party. -- 1971. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-13/1

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F212 Highways. -- 1970. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-13/2

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F213 Lands and Forests. -- 1970-1971. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-13/3

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F214 Personal- Municipal Affairs Peace Festival. -- 1970. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-13/4

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F215 N.D.P. -- 1969-1971. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-13/5

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F216 Results of Questionnaire. -- 1971. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-13/6

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F217 Personal Accounts. -- 1973. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-13/7

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F218 Personal- Agriculture. -- 1973. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-13/8

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F219 Accounts. -- 1974. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-13/9

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F220 Agriculture- General. -- 1972. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-13/10

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F221 Agriculture. -- 1973-1974. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-13/11

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F222 Attorney General. -- 1973. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-13/12

AFC 311-S7-SS1-F223 402 Bypass- Transportation & Communications. -- 1973. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-13/13
AFC 311-S7-SS1-F224 Community & Social Services. -- 1973. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-13/14


AFC 311-S7-SS2 Bill 194 (Animals for Research).
56.3 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
Sub-series contains textual records relating to Bill 194, as well as correspondences showing support and opposition to the Bill. Animals for Research is an Act respecting the care and provisions of animals for research. It is intended to regulate municipal animal control facilities and to regulate the use of animals in research, which can include studies, investigation, and teaching.

AFC 311-S7-SS2-F1 Bill 194 Resolutions, Petitions from Municipalities. -- 1969-1970. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-1/1

AFC 311-S7-SS2-F2 Bill 194 Personal Letters Opposed. -- 1969-1970. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-1/2

AFC 311-S7-SS2-F3 Petitions for Bill 73 [Welfare of Animals Used in Teaching and Research]. -- 1968-1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-1/3

AFC 311-S7-SS2-F4 Letters. -- 1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-1/4

AFC 311-S7-SS2-F5 Livestock Branch-Pregnant Mares '67. -- 1967. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-1/5

AFC 311-S7-SS2-F6 Humane Society. -- 1964-1965, 1967. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-1/6

AFC 311-S7-SS2-F7 Humane Society (General). -- 1968-1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-1/7

AFC 311-S7-SS2-F8 Bill 194 Personal Letters in Favour. -- 1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-1/8

AFC 311-S7-SS2-F9 [The Pregnant Mare Urine Farms Act 1968-1969]. -- 1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-1/9

AFC 311-S7-SS2-F10 Ont. Humane Society- Seizing of animals, charged for, etc.. -- 1967-1969. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-1/10

AFC 311-S7-SS2-F11 Pregnant Mares 1966. -- 1966. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-1/11

AFC 311-S7-SS2-F12 Bill 194 Form Letters Opposed. -- 1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-1/12

AFC 311-S7-SS2-F13 Bill 194 Form Letters in Favour. -- 1969. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-1/13

AFC 311-S7-SS2-F14 Agriculture (General). -- 1969-1970. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-2/1

AFC 311-S7-SS2-F15 Humane Society. -- 1969-1970. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-2/2
AFC 311-S7-SS2-F16 Research Animals Act- P.M.U.. -- 1968-1969. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-2/3

AFC 311-S7-SS2-F17 Legislation-Animal Procurement. -- 1968-1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-2/4


AFC 311-S7-SS2-F19 BRIEF to the Standing Committee on Health by the Canadian Council on Animal Care November 1969. -- 1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-2/6


AFC 311-S7-SS2-F21 Bill 194 Animals for Research. -- 1968-1971. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-2/8

AFC 311-S7-SS2-F22 Bill 194. -- 1968-1971. -- 4 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-3/1

AFC 311-S7-SS3 Major Legislation.
2.5 cm of textual records
Scope and Content
A compilation of Major Legislation that was introduced by William Atcheson Stewart as the Minister for Agriculture.

AFC 311-S7-SS3-F1 Major Legislation Introduced by William A. Stewart Minister of Agriculture and Food for the Province of Ontario. -- 1961-1975. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-30/19

AFC 311-S7-SS4 News Releases.
9.8 cm of textual records
Scope and Content
Sub-series contains news releases and editorials from the office of William A. Stewart.

AFC 311-S7-SS4-F1 News Release Statements. -- 1961-1975. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-22/1

AFC 311-S7-SS4-F2 News Release Statements. -- 1961-1975. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-22/2

AFC 311-S7-SS4-F3 Editorials-Prov.. -- 196[?]. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-26/3
AFC 311-S8 Rural Roots and Beyond.
25.5 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
Series consists of three subseries: Correspondence: Drafts: and Final Version. They contain correspondence regarding the publishing of Stewart's autobiography "Rural Routes and Beyond," draft autobiographies, and the final publication. An additional copy of Stewart’s book can be found in the Western Libraries Archives and Special Collections Reading Room.

AFC 311-S8-SS1 Correspondence.  
0.6 cm of textual records
Scope and Content
Contains correspondence with the regarding the publication of Stewart’s autobiography, “Rural Roots and Beyond.”

AFC 311-S8-SS1-F1 Correspondence re: book [Rural Roots and Beyond]. -- 1989-1991. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-39/7


AFC 311-S8-SS2 Drafts.  
14.9 cm of textual records
Scope and Content
Contains handwritten and typed drafts of “Rural Roots and Beyond.”


AFC 311-S8-SS2-F2 Rural Roots and Beyond Manuscript.  
198[?].  
5 files of textual records

AFC 311-S8-SS3 Final Version.  
10 cm of textual records
Scope and Content
Contains a published version of “Rural Roots and Beyond,” and original first and second printings

AFC 311-S8-SS3-F1 [Publication:] Stewart, Wm. A. Rural roots and beyond. -- 1990. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-39/11

AFC 311-S8-SS3-F2 Rural roots and beyond (first printing original). -- 1989. -- 2 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-39/12

AFC 311-S8-SS3-F3 Rural roots and beyond (second printing original). -- 1990. -- 2 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-39/13
AFC 311-S9 University of Guelph.
23.6 cm of textual records, 4 b&w photographs

Scope and Content
Material in this series includes documents, photographs, and correspondence regarding William Atcheson Stewart’s involvement with the University of Guelph and covers his time as Chancellor of the University. Materials also relate to the Ontario Agricultural College and Ontario Veterinary College, also located at the University of Guelph, and which Stewart was actively involved with.

AFC 311-S9-F1 Appreciation Night. — April 9 1976. — 1 file of textual records. — Box Number AFC 311-23/7


AFC 311-S9-F3 Wm. A. Stewart Scholarship Fund. — 1977. — 1 file of textual records. — Box Number AFC 311-24/10

AFC 311-S9-F4 University of Guelph: Guelph Centre for Equine Research. — 1986. — 1 file of textual records. — Box Number AFC 311-24/11

AFC 311-S9-F5 University of Guelph President's Council. — 1990. — 1 file of textual records. — Box Number AFC 311-24/12


AFC 311-S9-F7 Convocation Addresses [also Bill's Induction as Chancellor and his Address]. — 1986. — 2 files of textual records. — Box Number AFC 311-25/3

AFC 311-S9-F8 Installation of the Chancellor. — 1983. — 1 file of textual records. — Box Number AFC 311-25/4

AFC 311-S9-F9 Guelph University News Bulletin. — 1978. — 1 file of textual records. — Box Number AFC 311-30/11

AFC 311-S9-F10 Congratulations on Appointment as Chancellor, Certificates and Letters from Canadian Universities. — 1983. — 1 file of textual records. — Box Number AFC 311-30/18

AFC 311-S9-F11 Ontario Agricultural College. — 1984-1986. — 1 file of textual records. — Box Number AFC 311-32/3

AFC 311-S9-F12 Ontario Veterinary College. — 1983-1989. — 1 file of textual records. — Box Number AFC 311-32/9

AFC 311-S9-F13 Chancellor- Personal. — 1985-1987, 1989. — 1 file of textual records. — Box Number AFC 311-33/8

AFC 311-S9-F14 University of Guelph: founding (Colbert correspondence). — 1964. — 1 file of textual records. — Box Number AFC 311-33/9


AFC 311-S9-F16 University of Guelph Ontario Agricultural College. — 1981-1983. — 1 file of textual records. — Box Number AFC 311-33/11

AFC 311-S9-F17 President: University of Guelph. — 198[?]. — 2 files of textual records. — Box Number AFC 311-33/12
AFC 311-S9-F18 [University of Guelph citations, honourary degree and correspondence]. -- 1974, 1976. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-39/4

AFC 311-S9-F19 [Citations, programs, photographs, correspondence and other records related to medals received by William Stewart]. -- 1967, 1974-1978. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-39/5
AFC 311-S10 Boards.
1975-1990.
18.8 cm of textual records, 3 b&w photographs, 4 colour photographs, 1 VHS tape

Scope and Content
After Stewart’s retirement, he remained active on various company and association boards. The series contains textual records covering those activities, particularly of the Ontario Milk Marketing Board, which Stewart established under the Chairmanship of George McLaughlin in August 1965.

AFC 311-S10-F1 Agricultural Leadership Trust Board of Directors Meeting. -- 1987-1988. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-23/1

AFC 311-S10-F2 Bank of Nova Scotia: Congratulations on Appointment to Board of Directors. -- 1976. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-23/8


AFC 311-S10-F4 Hardee Farms International Ltd. -- 1975-1987. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-26/6

AFC 311-S10-F5 Ontario Milk Marketing Board. -- 1975-1990, 1996. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-32/5


AFC 311-S10-F7 OMMB Award. -- 1976. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/13

AFC 311-S10-F8 Ontario Hydro Board of Directors Meeting. -- 1983-1984. -- 4 colour photographs. -- Box Number AFC 311-41/4

AFC 311-S10-F9 Milk marketing board. -- 1989. -- 1 VHS tape. -- Box Number AFC 311-43/1
AFC 311-S11 Interviews.
3.1 cm of textual records, 77 slides, 1 audio cassette, 1 VHS tape, 1 film reel

Scope and Content
This series contains material relating to interviews and other broadcast news material given by William A. Stewart.

AFC 311-S11-F1 TV & Radio Interview [election]. – 1967 & 1971. – 1 file of textual records. – Box Number AFC 311-25/14

AFC 311-S11-F2 Broadcast News Material. – n.d.. – 1 film reel. – Box Number AFC 311-31/3

AFC 311-S11-F3 Provincial Affairs- T.V. CBC. – 1961. – 1 file of textual records. – Box Number AFC 311-32/12

AFC 311-S11-F4 The Bill Stewart Era. – 1976. – 1 audio cassette. – Box Number AFC 311-31/4

AFC 311-S11-F5 [Interview with Bill Stewart]. – 1990. – 1 VHS tape. – Box Number AFC 311-43/3
AFC 311-S12 Memorial.
1990.
1 VHS tape

Scope and Content
Series contains a VHS tape recording of Stewart's Memorial in 1990.

AFC 311-S12-F1 Stewart Memorial. -- 1990[?]. -- 1 VHS tape. -- Box Number AFC 311-43/2
AFC 311-S13 Awards, Medals, Plaques and Pins.
0.2 cm of textual records, 1 medallion, 8 medals, 1 b&w photograph, 7 coins, 1 badge, 21 pins, 9 plaques

Scope and Content
Series predominantly contains awards, medals, plaques, and pins given to Stewart during his time in office and afterwards. Many pins relate to his work with the Canadian National Exhibition (CNE) and the Royal Agricultural Winter Fair. Series also contains several commemorative coins and medals.

AFC 311-S13-F1 Silver Jubilee letter & list of awards and certificates off office walls. -- 1977. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-26/19

AFC 311-S13-F2 Silver Jubilee medallion & certificate of authenticity. -- 1977. -- 1 medallion. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/8

AFC 311-S13-F3 Architect of Agriculture Award. -- 1982. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-41/8

AFC 311-S13-F4 O.A.C. [Ontario Agricultural College] centennial medal. -- 1974. -- 1 medal. -- Box Number AFC 311-42/1

AFC 311-S13-F5 George Brown [medal]. -- 1967. -- 1 medal. -- Box Number AFC 311-42/2

AFC 311-S13-F6 Confederation coins to commemorate the role of mining in the development of Canada. -- 1967. -- 2 coins. -- Box Number AFC 311-42/3

AFC 311-S13-F7 General Sir Isaac Brock and Tecumseth Chief of the Shawnees coins. -- 1812, 1813. -- 2 coins. -- Box Number AFC 311-42/4

AFC 311-S13-F8 University of Guelph 25 years of achievement and challenges medal. -- 1989. -- 1 medal. -- Box Number AFC 311-42/5

AFC 311-S13-F9 Confederation Canada medal. -- 1967. -- 1 medal. -- Box Number AFC 311-42/6

AFC 311-S13-F10 Elizabeth II Dei Gratia Regina Fid Def [medal]. -- 1977. -- 1 medal. -- Box Number AFC 311-42/7

AFC 311-S13-F11 Canadian National Exhibition medal. -- 1983. -- 1 medal. -- Box Number AFC 311-42/8

AFC 311-S13-F12 125th anniversary of London, Ontario coin. -- 1980. -- 1 coin. -- Box Number AFC 311-42/9

AFC 311-S13-F13 Lifetime pass to International Plowing Match and Farm Machinery Show. -- [19--]. -- 1 medal. -- Box Number AFC 311-42/10

AFC 311-S13-F14 Denfield Centennial medal. -- 1977. -- 1 medal. -- Box Number AFC 311-42/11

AFC 311-S13-F15 Royal visit commemorative coins. -- 1984. -- 2 coins. -- Box Number AFC 311-42/12

AFC 311-S13-F16 CNE Guest Speaker. -- n.d. -- 1 pin. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/1

AFC 311-S13-F17 CNE Guest Speaker Medallion. -- [197?]. -- 1 pin. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/2

AFC 311-S13-F18 CNE Guest Speaker. -- 1962. -- 1 pin. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/3
AFC 311-S13-F19 Royal Agricultural Winter Fair pin. -- n.d.. -- 1 pin. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/4

AFC 311-S13-F20 CNE Honorary Director pin. -- 1990. -- 1 pin. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/5

AFC 311-S13-F21 Royal Agricultural Winter Fair pin [director]. -- n.d.. -- 2 pins. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/6

AFC 311-S13-F22 Royal Agricultural Winter Fair pin [director] & Soil and Crop Improvement Association pin. -- 1962. -- 2 pins. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/7

AFC 311-S13-F23 CNE Honorary Director pin. -- 1976. -- 1 pin. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/9

AFC 311-S13-F24 CNE Honorary Director pin. -- 1977. -- 1 pin. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/10

AFC 311-S13-F25 CNE Honorary Director pin. -- 1979. -- 1 pin. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/11

AFC 311-S13-F26 CNE Honorary Director pin. -- 1980. -- 1 pin. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/12

AFC 311-S13-F27 CNE Honorary Director pin. -- 1981. -- 1 pin. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/13

AFC 311-S13-F28 CNE Honorary Director pin. -- 1982. -- 1 pin. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/14

AFC 311-S13-F29 CNE Honorary Director pin. -- 1983. -- 1 pin. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/15

AFC 311-S13-F30 CNE Honorary Director pin. -- 1984. -- 1 pin. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/16

AFC 311-S13-F31 CNE Honorary Director pin. -- 1985. -- 1 pin. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/17

AFC 311-S13-F32 CNE Honorary Director pin. -- 1986. -- 1 pin. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/18

AFC 311-S13-F33 CNE Honorary Director pin. -- 1987. -- 1 pin. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/19

AFC 311-S13-F34 CNE Honorary Director pin. -- 1988. -- 1 pin. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/20

AFC 311-S13-F35 PC Delegate Badge. -- 1967. -- 1 badge. -- Box Number AFC 311-45/21

AFC 311-S13-F36 Optimist International [Bryanston-Birr In Appreciation]. -- n.d.. -- 1 plaque. -- Box Number AFC 311-44/1

AFC 311-S13-F37 Appreciation of Excellent Service to Ontario Agriculture [The Ontario Wheat Producers Marketing Board]. -- 1975. -- 1 plaque. -- Box Number AFC 311-44/2

AFC 311-S13-F38 Centennial Award. -- 1988. -- 1 plaque. -- Box Number AFC 311-44/3

AFC 311-S13-F39 Honorary President Ontario Beef Improvement Association. -- 1974. -- 1 plaque. -- Box Number AFC 311-44/4

AFC 311-S13-F40 In Appreciation of Interest and Support [New Liskeard College of Agricultural Technology]. -- 1975. -- 1 plaque. -- Box Number AFC 311-44/5
AFC 311-S13-F41 Canadian Agricultural Hall of Fame [Member]. -- n.d.. -- 1 plaque. -- Box Number AFC 311-44/6

AFC 311-S13-F42 Official Opening of the Agricultural Engineering Services Building. -- 1984. -- 1 plaque. -- Box Number AFC 311-44/7

AFC 311-S13-F43 Farm Safety Association Award of Merit. -- 1979. -- 1 plaque. -- Box Number AFC 311-46/1

AFC 311-S13-F44 London Chamber of Commerce In Recognition of Many Years of Service to the Agricultural Community. -- 1982. -- 1 plaque. -- Box Number AFC 311-46/2
AFC 311-S14 Certificates.
6.8 cm of textual records, 2 colour photograph, 3 b&w photographs, 15 certificates

Scope and Content
Series includes several certificates that Stewart received during his life, including a certificate dedicating a building to him at the University of Guelph, and his certificates of Nomination and Appointment to the Position of Executive Council of the Province of Ontario.

AFC 311-S14-F1 Canadian Bible Society. -- June 16 1965. -- 1 file of textual records . -- Box Number AFC 311-33/16

AFC 311-S14-F2 Lack of Health Certificate. -- 1976. -- 1 file of textual records . -- Box Number AFC 311-28/3

AFC 311-S14-F3 Assorted Congratulation Letters and Certificate [Federation of Agriculture]. -- 1989. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-35/2

AFC 311-S14-F4 Ontario Agricultural Hall of Fame. -- 1978-1990. -- 4 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-26/14

AFC 311-S14-F5 Certificate [Founding Member of The Ontario Agricultural Hall of Fame Association]. -- 1978. -- 1 certificate. -- Box Number AFC 311-26/15

AFC 311-S14-F6 Stewart Building Certificate. -- 1989. -- 1 certificate. -- Box Number AFC 311-41/9

AFC 311-S14-F7 Certificates of Nomination and Appointment to the Position of Executive Council of the Province of Ontario. -- 1960, 1961, 1971. -- 5 certificates. -- Box Number AFC 311-41/10

AFC 311-S14-F8 [Certificate of election to Electoral District of Middlesex North]. -- 1971. -- 1 certificate. -- Box Number AFC 311-41/11

AFC 311-S14-F9 Supreme Council of the 33rd and Last Degree of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry [Expert Master Mason Certificates]. -- 1966. -- 2 certificates. -- Box Number AFC 311-41/14

AFC 311-S14-F10 Certificate of Membership [Honorary Member Ontario Institute of Professional Agrologists]. -- 1972. -- 1 certificate. -- Box Number AFC 311-44/8
Stewart received an Honorary Doctor of Laws degree from the University of Western Ontario in 1978. This series contains his honorary degree and correspondence with friends and family offering congratulations.


- AFC 311-S15-F2 Honourary doctor of laws degree [U.W.O]. -- 1978. -- 1 diploma & 1 letter. -- Box Number AFC 311-41/13
AFC 311-S16 Diaries, Journals and Day Planners.
35 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
Series consists of the diaries, journals, and day planners of William Atcheson Stewart.

AFC 311-S16-F1 Perpetual Diary. -- 1961-1962, 1964. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-37/3
AFC 311-S16-F2 Perpetual Diary. -- 1964-1965. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-37/4
AFC 311-S16-F3 Perpetual Diary. -- 1966-1967. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-37/5
AFC 311-S16-F4 Perpetual Diary. -- 1968. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-37/6
AFC 311-S16-F5 Perpetual Diary. -- 1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-37/7
AFC 311-S16-F6 Perpetual Diary & Weekly Reminder. -- 1970-1971. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-37/8
AFC 311-S16-F7 Weekly Reminder & Perpetual Pocket Diary. -- 1973-1976. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-37/9
AFC 311-S16-F8 Perpetual Pocket Diary. -- 1977-1979. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-37/10
AFC 311-S16-F9 Diary. -- 1980-1982. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-37/11
AFC 311-S16-F10 Pocket Pal. -- 1983-1986. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-37/12
AFC 311-S16-F12 Weekly Reminder. -- 1989-1990. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-37/14
AFC 311-S16-F13 Journals. -- n.d. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-38/1
AFC 311-S16-F14 Journals. -- 1976 (?). -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-38/2
AFC 311-S16-F15 Journals. -- 1967, 1973 (?). -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-38/3
AFC 311-S16-F16 Journals. -- 1961 (?). -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-38/4
AFC 311-S16-F17 Journals. -- 1969 (?). -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-38/5
AFC 311-S16-F18 Journals. -- n.d. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-38/6
AFC 311-S17 Newspaper Clippings.
34.6 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
Series contains newspaper clippings and articles relating to the life and political career of William A. Stewart, from various newspapers, including the London Free Press and the Toronto Star. Many of the clippings are miscellaneous and were placed together by year. The series also contains clippings from the Leadership Convention in 1971 with other Progressive Conservative Party members.

AFC 311-S17-F1 Leadership Convention-Clippings. -- 1971. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-19/9

AFC 311-S17-F2 Leadership Convention: Allan Lawrence. -- 1971. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-19/10

AFC 311-S17-F3 Leadership Convention: William Davis. -- 1971. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-19/11

AFC 311-S17-F4 Leadership Convention: General. -- 1971. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-19/12

AFC 311-S17-F5 Leadership Convention: Robert Welch. -- 1971. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-19/13

AFC 311-S17-F6 Leadership Convention: Other Candidates. -- 1971. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-19/14

AFC 311-S17-F7 Leadership Convention: Bert Lawrence. -- 1971. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-19/15

AFC 311-S17-F8 Leadership Convention: D'Arcy McKeough. -- 1971. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-19/16

AFC 311-S17-F9 Animal Rights and Toronto Humane Society. -- 1987. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-23/6

AFC 311-S17-F10 Miscellaneous Clippings. -- 1971-1986. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-30/13

AFC 311-S17-F11 Canadian Bankers Association. -- 197[?], 1981-1993. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-33/15

AFC 311-S17-F12 Miscellaneous Clippings. -- 1958-1972. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-35/10

AFC 311-S17-F13 Miscellaneous Clippings. -- 1972. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-35/11

AFC 311-S17-F14 Miscellaneous Clippings. -- 1973. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-35/12

AFC 311-S17-F15 Miscellaneous Clippings. -- 1974-1975. -- 3 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-35/13

AFC 311-S17-F16 Miscellaneous Clippings. -- 1976-1977. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-35/14

AFC 311-S17-F17 Canadian Press Clippings Service. -- 1966. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-35/6
AFC 311-S17-F18 Heart & Sex. -- 1972. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-35/7

AFC 311-S17-F19 Does Bill Stewart really hate puppies?. -- 1969. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-36/17

AFC 311-S17-F20 Newspaper Clippings. -- 1958 -1979. -- 1 file of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-39/1
AFC 311-S18 Debates.
5.5 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
Series consists of published debates from the Ontario Legislature.

AFC 311-S18-F1 Legislature of Ontario Debates. -- 1958-1972. -- 3 files of textual records. --
Box Number AFC 311-22/3
AFC 311-S19 Down to Earth Column.
3 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
Series consists of newspaper articles written by William A. Stewart for the column "Down to Earth".

AFC 311-S19-F1 Newspaper column: "Down to Earth" (written by William A. Stewart). -- 1975-1976. -- 2 files of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 311-34/2